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Google Just Gave You the Best Reason Yet to Finally Quit Using Chrome [4]

Ultimately, that change in the way Google is looking at Chrome--that it isn't a tool that serves
its users, but is a tool that serves up users to advertisers, albeit in a slightly more privacy
protective way--is a bad sign. It's also the best reason to finally ditch it altogether.

In California, an Important Victory for Net Neutrality [5]

Today, the Ninth Circuit court upheld California?s net neutrality law, affirming that California
residents can continue to benefit from the fundamental safeguards of equal treatment and open
access to the internet. This decision clears the way for states to enforce their own net neutrality
laws, ensuring that consumers can freely access ideas and services without unnecessary
roadblocks. Net neutrality matters, as much of our daily life is now online. It ensures that
consumers are protected from ISPs blocking or throttling their access to websites, or creating

fast lanes and slow lanes for popular services.

How to restore Firefox's classic download behavior [6]

Mozilla plans to change the download behavior of the Firefox web browser in Firefox 97; this
guide helps restore the classic download functionality of the browser.
Firefox users who download files currently get a download prompt when they do so. The
prompt displays options to open the file using an application or save it to the local system.
Starting in Firefox 97, Firefox is not displaying the prompt anymore by default.
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